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A MULTIPLE FSK MICROPROCESSOR
DEMODULATOR/DECODER

Rainer H. Sahmel
The Aerospace Corporation

Suite 4040, 955 L’Enfant Plaza, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20024

ABSTRACT

A demodulator is described that utilizes an interrupt-driven 8-bit microprocessor and an
external digital counter to demodulate an 8-ary Frequency-Shift-Keyed input signal. After
demodulation, the system correlates received groups of symbols with a stored code to
derive and maintain character synchronization, and compute the decoded and error
corrected output. The total device package count is less than 10, including the
microprocessor with integral read/write memory and clock driver circuits, a Parallel
Interface Adapter, a 1024 X 8-bit ROM, an 8-bit digital counter, a two-pole filter, a limiter
and complete input and output buffering.

INTRODUCTION

The demodulator/decoder design presented here was developed to fulfill requirements that
included a) rapid design and implementation from readily available components and b) a
digital implementation of the demodulation process. These requirements were met by
developing and testing a prototype system using the Motorola 6802 microprocessor, 6821
Parallel Interface Adapter (PIA) and a 2708 PROM and several other support devices.
This system was originally constructed using an analog filter bank, envelope detectors,
comparators, and a shift register that stores four consecutive word decisions. In addition to
greater hardware simplicity, the digital design described here is less sensitive to input
passband amplitude variations as compared to its analog counterpart.

One input signal is an 8-ary FSK tone set, spaced every 200 Hz from 6600 Hz to 8000 Hz.
The symbol rate is 200 baud. Another input signal is an externally derived symbol
synchronization signal which is not, however, phase coherent with the tone set. Although
not discussed here, a method has been developed which would allow this latter input to be
eliminated so that the system would be completely self-synchronizing. The output of the
demodulator is a 3-bit character, together with a strobe pulse corresponding to a properly 



synchronized word that happens to be four symbols wide. A valid 3-bit character is output
for every set of four tones when synchronized.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Each symbol synchronization interval is 5 ms. long corresponding to the 200 Hz baud rate.
Within this 5 ms. interval, the demodulator must determine which one of eight frequencies
is present. This information is conveniently retained in an 8-bit-wide shift register for up to
four prior frequency determinations, and compared against a stored 4 X 8-bit code table. If
the received code correlation with the stored code exceeds a preset but variable threshold,
then word synchronization and valid demodulation is achieved and a 3-bit character is
output according to its value in the code table. When synchronized, then, the device
outputs 3 bits of data every 20 ms. The threshold is initially at a higher value until
synchronization is achieved. Thereafter, a lower value may be used to advantage since the
synchronization epoch occurs at periodic intervals.

 Frequency determination is accomplished through a modified cycle-counting algorithm.
The crystal-controlled clock signal of the microprocessor is a source of relatively stable
timing information. It is used to measure the time between zero crossings of whole cycles
(negative transitions through zero) of the tone input signal. The tone input signal generates
an interrupt once per tone frequency cycle or approximately every 135 microseconds to the
microprocessor to read and re-initialize a counter. The counter is driven continuously the
1 MHz crystal-controlled system clock. At each interrupt, the contents of the counter are
read and added to a running sum of period intervals. By fixing the total number of periods
thus measured, the frequency discriminant is the running sum, which, ignoring the effects
of noise, is inversely proportional to the input frequency.

At the beginning of each symbol synchronization interval, waiting interrupt requests are
cleared, and a zero crossing counter in RAM as well as the discriminant function, also in
RAM, are reset. The processor then initiates the period counting sequence with the first
full period following the initial interrupt. In addition to the interrupt processing, the
processor handles the frequency determination and word synchronization computations for
each prior symbol interval as its main program. When these functions are completed the
main program may output data, if appropriate. It then resumes sampling the symbol
synchronization input line to determine the start of the subsequent symbol interval. Of the
basic 5 ms of time available for these functions, approximately 2.1 ms of computation time
are required for servicing thirty interrupts derived from zero crossings and another 0.8 ms
average are required for the frequency determination and correlation functions. Thus,
approximately 2 ms of the available 5 ms time line are surplus capability.



Frequency determination is based on a comparison of the total period count against pre-
computed frequency thresholds. Since 30 full periods are measured at a 2 MHz rate the
expected number of counts for frequency fi is given by:

The adjustment factor of 36 accounts for the loss of one or more counts each time the
counter is cleared. It is empirically determined. This relation is therefore used to establish
the seven thresholds selected to be equally spaced between the eight expected frequencies.

Code correlation is achieved by storing the ith frequency as a variable equal to 2i-1 in a
4 X 8 shift register in read/write memory. This sequence is then compared to a stored
4 X 8-bit code pattern, with at mos t eight valid patterns until correlation is achieved. In
this paper we do not explore the particular code employed whose choice is dictated by the
particular application envisioned. The 8 code patterns actually used form a small subset of
the 4096 possible patterns. These patterns provide synchronization, low cross-correlation
and error correction capability. Since the number of patterns is quite small, a simple
sequential coincidence testing procedure is used. If correlation is successful, a modulo-4
counter (in RAM) is reset to zero. The value of this counter is used to resolve partial
correlations on subsequent characters in the event of erroneous symbol frequency
determinations. Single symbol errors will always be corrected in this way. Since the input
noise bandwidth of the signal is much larger than the required signal bandwidth of
1600 Hz, and moderately severe noise levels were anticipated, a simple active two-pole
filter, covering the entire input signal band was implemented immediately prior to the
limiter.

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 is a diagram of the component layout of the demodulator. The total chip count,
including filter/limiter is nine. The schematic diagram is shown in two parts on Figures 2a
and 2b. Figure 2a shows the two-pole active filter and the limiter. The filter is designed to
have a center frequency of 7300 Hz and a Q of 4. Figure 2b shows the microprocessor and
interface circuitry, along with the counter, address decode logic and buffers.

A flow-diagram of the software is given in Figure 3. Software is divided into five sections
as follows:

1. Initialization routine
2. Interrupt routine



3. Main program
4. Frequency threshold table
5. Code table

The initialization routine programs the PIA to provide nine input lines, four output lines
and the automatic input programmed handshaking mode of operation. This mode causes
the 8-bit wide counter contents to be latched into the PIA and immediately to be reset to
zero. The main program performs frequency determination, code correlation and error
recovery and output processing. The frequency and code tables are stored in ROM, along
with the system programs.

PERFORMANCE

Time constraints have not permitted a comprehensive evaluation of the performance of the
demodulator when the signal contains noise. A simple analysis was performed to predict
the performance of the demodulator in the presence of bandpass gaussian noise. This
analysis used a simulation to compute the statistics of the average period between full-
cycle zero crossings of a sinusoidal signal distorted by bandpass noise. The results of that
analysis are given in Figure 4. It shows expected count dispersion as a function of C/N for
two values of input bandwidth. By comparing the count dispersion to the preset count
decision thresholds, it is possible to gain some insight into the theoretical noise
performance of the demodulator.
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FIGURE 1.  COMPONENT LAYOUT



Figure 2a.  Filter/Limiter





FIGURE 3.  SOFTWARE FLOW DIAGRAM

FIGURE 4.  PREDICTED NOISE PERFORMANCE OF THE DEMODULATOR


